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Comparison of machine learning models for seizure prediction in hospitalized patients


Abstract

Objective: To compare machine learning methods for predicting inpatient seizures risk and determine the feasibility of 1-h screening EEG to identify low-risk patients (<5% seizures risk in 48 h). Methods: The Critical Care EEG Monitoring Research Consortium (CCERMRC) multicenter database contains 7716 continuous EEGs (cEEG). Neural networks (NN), elastic net logistic regression (EN), and sparse linear integer model (RiskSLIM) were trained to predict seizures. Data were divided into training (60% for model fitting) and evaluation (40% for model evaluation) cohorts. Performance was measured using area under the receiver operating curve (AUC), mean risk calibration (CAL), and negative predictive value (NPV). A secondary analysis was performed using Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to normalize all EEG recordings to 48 h and use only the first hour of EEG as a “screening EEG” to generate predictions.

Results: RiskSLIM recreated the 2HELPs2B model. All models had comparable AUC: evaluation cohort (NN: 0.85, EN: 0.84, 2HELPS2B: 0.83) and MCS (NN: 0.82, EN: 0.82, 2HELPS2B: 0.81) and NPV (absence of seizures in the group that the models predicted to be low risk): evaluation cohort (NN: 97%, EN: 97%, 2HELPS2B: 97%) and MCS (NN: 97%, EN: 99%, 2HELPS2B: 97%). 2HELPS2B model was able to identify the largest proportion of low-risk patients.

Interpretation: For seizure risk stratification of hospitalized patients, the RiskSLIM generated 2HELPs2B model compares favorably to the complex NN and EN generated models. 2HELPS2B is able to accurately and quickly identify low-risk patients with only a 1-h screening EEG.

Introduction

Continuous EEG monitoring (cEEG) in hospitalized patients has annual double-digit growth rates. In part, the growth is related to the recognition that subclinical/electrographic seizures are relatively common (10–20%) in hospitalized patients. Further, electrographic seizures are not limited to primarily neurological disease – critically ill patients with primary medical illness are at risk for seizures (10–12%). Clinical evidence for cEEG includes studies of cost-effectiveness, decreased mortality, and a dose–response relationship to electrographic seizure burden and outcomes.

A tool to improve overall seizure detection and guide cEEG use is needed. Clinical criteria alone are ineffective in seizure prediction. The incorporation of epileptiform
EEG findings improves risk stratification.\textsuperscript{3,10,15,17,18} 2HELPS2B\textsuperscript{17} is a model that was developed using the RiskSLIM machine learning algorithm.\textsuperscript{19,20} 2HELPS2B is designed to stratify inpatient seizure risk based on EEG features and a single clinical factor (remote history of seizures or recent suspected acute symptomatic seizure) (Fig. 1). The most practical application of this tool is to identify patients at low seizure risk (<5\%), so that clinical and EEG resources can be quickly diverted to patients at greater risk.

This study is an attempt to find the optimal method to rapidly identify this low-risk group. The goal is to maximize both the negative predictive value and the proportion of patients that are recognized as low risk by using a combination of EEG and clinical risk factors. To address this issue, we compare three machine learning methods, neural networks,\textsuperscript{21} elastic net logistic regression,\textsuperscript{22–24} and RiskSLIM,\textsuperscript{19,20} and apply them to database of 7716 cEEGs from the Critical Care EEG Monitoring Research Consortium (CCEMRC).\textsuperscript{25}

**Methods**

**Database**

The CCEMRC database is approved by respective local institutional review boards (IRBs) for this multicenter prospective observational study, to collect clinical and EEG data on consecutive patients placed on cEEG. The contributing centers are Yale University, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, and Emory University Hospital. Inclusion criteria include cEEG monitoring of \( \geq 24 \) h and age \( \geq 18 \) years. Exclusion criteria include elective epilepsy monitoring unit admission. EEG analysis was performed using standardized clinical EEG interpretation including ACNS critical care EEG terminology.\textsuperscript{26} All EEG interpreters contributing to the database are certified in ACNS critical care EEG terminology – see Lee et al. for complete details for the methodology regarding the CCEMRC database.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, clinical variables were prospectively collected using a standardized template.

**Predictive variables**

The following predictive variables were obtained from the CCEMRC database for each subject (overall total 39):

**Clinical variables (total = 19)**

Age (binary \( \geq 65 \)), sex, alert, altered mental status but not comatose, coma, suspected clinical seizure prior to EEG, history of epilepsy or remote prior seizure, AED use at start of EEG, IV sedation use other than opioid at start of EEG, diagnosis of status epilepticus, ischemic stroke, aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage, traumatic brain injury, hypoxic ischemic injury, metabolic encephalopathy, intraparenchymal hemorrhage, subdural hemorrhage, CNS tumor, and CNS infection are clinical variables.

**EEG variables (total = 22)**

EEG duration, sporadic epileptiform discharges (SED), lateralized periodic discharges (LPD), lateralized rhythmic delta activity (LRDA), generalized periodic discharges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency ( &gt; 2 )Hz</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Sporadic Epileptiform Discharges</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD/BIPD/LRDA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Features (rhythmic, fast, sharp)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Seizure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief (ictal) Rhythmic Discharge-BIRD</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Risk of Sz</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;95%</td>
<td>6+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Prevalence of Sz (Original Study N=5427 (95% CI))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3% (2 - 3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Description of the 2HELPS2B score with associated predicted and observed incidence of seizures from the foundational study (Struck et al. 2017) based on critical care EEG monitoring research consortium (CCERMC), \( n = 5427 \) subjects.
(GPD), generalized rhythmic delta activity (GRDA), bilateral independent periodic discharges (BIPD), frequency of rhythmic or periodic patterns > 2Hz (FQ), plus features including superimposed rhythmic, sharp, or fast activity on a periodic or rhythmic pattern (PLUS), duration of rhythmic/periodic pattern (binary > 1 min), prevalence of rhythmic/periodic pattern (binary > 10% of EEG), brief rhythmic discharge (BRD), presence of a posterior dominant rhythm (PDR) at any point in EEG, symmetric background/focal slowing, presence of anterior to posterior gradient, presence of sleep spindles at any point during the EEG, any discontinuity of background, burst suppression (>50% suppressed), and predominant background frequency; alpha/beta/theta/delta are EEG variables.

Outcome variable
Standardized outcome variable was an electrographic seizure during any portion of cEEG (binary).

Machine learning
The database was divided into a training (60%, \( n = 4629 \)) and evaluation (40%, \( n = 3087 \)) cohorts. The evaluation cohort was used only to evaluate and compare the models; it was excluded from training of model parameters and hyperparameters. The training cohort was subdivided into a parameter training (48% of total, \( n = 3704 \)) cohort and a validation (12% of total, \( n = 925 \)) cohort in keeping with prescribed practices of machine learning. Parameter training was used to fit model parameters. The validation cohort was used to fit hyperparameters such as number of layers in the neural network model and the L1/L2 mixing parameter in elastic net as well as to quantify overfitting. All analysis was performed in R (R-Core Vienna Austria).28

Neural network/deep learning
Neural network analysis was performed with the “Keras” package29 with TensorFlow as the backend. The hyperparameter space for neural networks is large and consists of several elements including number of layers, number of units per layer, activation function, loss function, optimizer choice, batch size, epoch number, and dropout. The study question involves a relatively small set of binary predictors with a binary outcome variable so only densely connected layers were used. Binary cross-entropy28 was used as the loss function. The relatively modest number of predictors and training set allowed for rapid training of the networks allowing for a broad exploration of the hyperparameter space to find a relative minimum in the validation loss metric. The neural networks were trained on the parameter training cohort. The validation cohort was used to evaluate the hyperparameter space and to determine when overfitting occurred.

Elastic net logistic regression
Analysis was performed with the “glmnet” package.30 Elastic net logistic regression is an extension of a generalized linear model with the addition of regularization via a mixed L1/L2 loss function, combining ridge, and lasso regression. The mixing L1/L2 parameter “alpha” was determined using grid search from 0 to 1 with 0.1 intervals. The highest AUC from validation cohort was used to select alpha. Model parameters were fit using the parameter training cohort using 10-fold internal cross-validation to optimize the regularization weight “lambda” and the model coefficients, in order to minimize AUC on the validation cohort.

RiskSLIM
The risk sparse linear integer machine (RiskSLIM) algorithm19,20 is a tool to create optimized risk scores. It values simplicity and ease of use as well as low risk calibration error and accuracy. The database used in this study overlaps with the subjects used in the foundational 2HELPS2B17 study, now with an additional 2289 cEEGs. The method of model evaluation/training is also slightly different (fivefold cross-validation vs. independent evaluation cohort). This is due to the concerns of overfitting of the hyperparameters in the neural net and elastic net models. We wanted to treat all machine learning algorithms as equally as possible, so it was necessary to retrain the RiskSLIM algorithm to see whether the 2HELPS2B model would be recreated. 2HELPS2B (Fig. 1) is a tool that predicts risk of seizures on patients placed on continuous EEG monitoring based on five electrographic findings and one clinical factor – the presence of either a suspected acute symptomatic seizure or remote history of seizure.

Evaluation of models
After model optimization, model performance was tested on the evaluation cohort using area under the curve (AUC), negative predictive value (NPV), and root mean squared risk calibration (CAL). AUC was calculated using “pROC” package29 and comparison of AUCs was performed using bootstrapping for paired ROC curves with alpha set to 0.05. AUC was calculated with 95% confidence intervals using bootstrapping (2000 iterations).
AUC measures the ability of a model to discriminate between two categories (seizure/no seizure). In clinical practice, it is more useful to place patients in risk categories like low, medium, and high. To measure the ability to reliably perform this risk stratification, root mean squared risk calibration error (CAL) is used. Seizure probability was subdivided into three ordinal levels posited to be clinically relevant: low (<5%), medium [5–25%], and high (>25%). NPV is defined as true negative divided by the sum of true negatives and false negatives. In this instance, true negatives are the number of subjects predicted as low risk per the model who did not have a seizure. False negatives are the number of subjects predicted as low risk who did have a seizure. CAL and NPV metrics between models were compared statistically using parametric comparison of proportions with continuity correction. Confidence intervals were obtained with bootstrapping.

Monte Carlo simulation

Complicating the development of seizure risk stratification in hospitalized patients are two factors. One is that patients have differing durations of cEEG which affects the likelihood of capturing a seizure; that is, longer duration EEG is more likely to capture a seizure. The second is related to the emergence of EEG findings. It is clear that certain electrographic markers of cortical irritability increase the risk of seizures. The question of how long a “screening” EEG needs to be is not well-defined. In this study, we are aiming to quickly identify low-risk patients, by maximizing the negative predictive value. We performed a Monte Carlo simulation to adjust for these two factors. The baseline clinical characteristics and background EEG were left unchanged. The incidence of seizures was adjusted to a standardized 48 h, and paroxysmal EEG findings (e.g., sporadic epileptiform discharges, lateralized periodic discharge) were adjusted so that only the findings found in the first hour would be incorporated into the model, the intention being that 1 h of screening EEG would be a convenient and common duration in clinical practice.

The adjustments were performed from Kaplan–Meier survival analysis from an independent cohort of 1071 subjects from Yale University Hospital and Hôpital Erasme. This database has explicit time dependency for EEG findings including seizures. Using this analysis, the probability of having missed a seizure by too short of EEG duration is modeled, as is the probability of capturing an EEG abnormality in first hour of cEEG. The simulation procedure is as follows: For seizure prediction subjects with 48 h or greater duration of EEG, no correction was applied. Subjects with <24 h of monitoring were not included. Subjects with only 24 h of monitoring and no EEG findings of cortical irritability nor history of seizure had no adjustment applied. For subjects with a history of seizure or EEG findings of cortical irritability and only 24 h of cEEG, the probability that seizure was missed was 4.7%. So, for each trial of the stimulation, this subject would randomly assign a 4.7% chance of having a seizure. In a related manner, the proportion of paroxysmal EEG findings detected during the first hour of EEG was estimated based on Kaplan–Meier survival analysis for the emergence of those findings in the independent cohort. Based on this survival analysis, we model the probability of 68 to 71% of a paroxysmal EEG finding (that was found on the total cEEG study) would be found within the first hour of recording.

The simulation was performed using only subjects from the evaluation cohort. For each trial, subjects were selected at random with replacement up to the size of the evaluation cohort (3087 subjects) and then corrections to seizure risk and EEG findings were performed as described above. The AUC, NPV, and CAL were recorded for each of the models for each trial of the simulation. A total of 1000 trials were performed.

Results

Demographic

A total of 7716 subjects met criteria for the study. Subjects were collected from February 2013 to November 2018. Univariate analysis on this cohort has been described in previous publication. Table 1 shows the demographic features for several baseline characteristics between the training and evaluation cohorts.

Model training

Neural net

The final model consisted of five densely connected layers with 256, 128, 128, 64 units, respectively (Fig. S1). Activation functions were exponential linear units (ELU), except for the final layer which had a sigmoid activation function. RMSprop was used as the optimizer and binary cross-entropy was used as the loss function. Dropout and L2 regularization were used to improve model regularization. Batch size was 1000; training included 13000 epochs. Exploring other methods including larger and smaller networks with different activation functions and optimizers failed to reduce the validation loss function, suggesting that this model is close to optimal for this set of predictive variables.
Table 1. Demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th># of subjects</th>
<th>Age (&gt;65)</th>
<th>Sex (female)</th>
<th>% with seizures</th>
<th>EEG duration (days)*</th>
<th>Coma</th>
<th>AED use</th>
<th>IV sedation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>4629</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>3087</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Median.

Elastic net logistic regression

The highest validation cohort AUC for any of the L1/L2 mixing parameter was 0.822 associated with an alpha of 0. An alpha of 0 means strictly L2 minimization (ridge regression). The lambda was determined with internal 10-fold cross-validation on the parameter training cohort, and final optimization was 0.016. Coefficients are found in Table S1.

RiskSLIM

The six variables (5 EEG and 1 clinical) (Fig. 1) were again identified as the most important predictive variables, and the coefficients and intercept were the same as in the initial study. The 2HELPS2B model was recreated using only the training cohort.

Model comparison

In the model comparison section, we use the label 2HELPS2B (the model) instead RiskSLIM (the algorithm used to generate 2HELPS2B). For the neural net and elastic net generated models, we use the algorithm name as a shorthand for the models they generated.

CCEMRC evaluation cohort

ROC/AUC

The models were first assessed using the evaluation cohort. Data are presented with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Neural net AUC was 0.85 (95% CI: 0.83–0.86), elastic net AUC was 0.84 (95% CI: 0.82–0.86), and 2HELPS2B AUC was 0.83 (95% CI: 0.81–0.85). The AUC was also statistically compared: neural net versus elastic net \(P = 0.67\), 2HELPS2B versus elastic net \(P < 0.001\), and 2HELPS2B versus neural net \(P < 0.001\) (Fig. 2A).

On the evaluation cohort, CAL was 2.8% for neural net (95% CI: 2.3–3.5%), 2.1% elastic net (95% CI: 2.0–2.6%), and 2.3% for 2HELPS2B (95% CI: 1.8–2.9%) (Fig. 3A), meaning that, on average, the predicted risk and the actual risk were <5% for all methods. Statistically comparing the CAL measures resulted in neural net versus elastic net \(P = 0.06\), 2HELPS2B versus elastic net \(P = 0.56\), and 2HELPS2B versus neural net \(P = 0.23\).

The negative predictive value (NPV) is defined in this study as the percent chance that if the model predicts a low risk of seizure (<0.05), then a subject will indeed not have a seizure. This measure was selected because quickly identifying the low-risk group of patients allows minimizing cEEG in low-risk patients. We also report the percentage of the patient population that was identified as low risk by the model. The greater the proportion of patients accurately identified as low risk, the higher the clinical utility of the model – as long as NPV remains high. In the evaluation cohort, the NPV for the different models is as follows: neural net: 38% of cohort identified as low risk, NPV 97% (95% CI: 96–98%); elastic net: 31% of cohort identified as low risk, NPV 97% (95% CI: 96–98%); and 2HELPS2B: 43% of cohort identified as low risk, NPV 97% (95% CI: 96–98%). Comparing the NPV between models resulted in neural net versus elastic net \(P = 0.99\), 2HELPS2B versus elastic net \(P = 0.98\), and 2HELPS2B versus neural net \(P = 0.99\).

Monte Carlo simulation/corrected data

A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to correct the data for varying duration of cEEG as well as limiting the EEG findings to those evident in the first hour of recording. Mean and 95% confidence interval were derived from the 1000 trials for AUC, NPV, and CAL. Neural Net: AUC 0.82 (95% CI: 0.80–0.85), Elastic Net: AUC 0.82 (95% CI: 0.80–0.84), and 2HELPS2B: AUC 0.81 (95% CI: 0.79–0.83). Statistical comparison of AUC was as follows: Neural Net v Elastic Net \(P = 0.19\), 2HELPS2B v Elastic Net \(P < 0.001\), and 2HELPS2B v Neural Net \(P < 0.001\) (Fig. 2B).

Risk calibration was as follows: neural net: CAL 2.0% (95% CI: 1.2–3.5%), elastic net: CAL 2.5% (95% CI: 1.2–4.1%), and 2HELPS2B: CAL 1.8% (95% CI: 1.4–2.4%). Statistical comparison of CAL was as follows: neural net versus elastic net \(P = 0.19\), 2HELPS2B versus elastic net \(P = 0.76\), and 2HELPS2B versus neural net \(P = 0.08\) (Fig. 3B).

The NPV from the Monte Carlo simulation was as follows: NPV neural net: 43% of cohort identified as low risk.
Figure 2. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves on the (A) CCEMRC evaluation cohort (N = 3087) for neural net: AUC 0.85 (95% CI: 0.83–0.86), elastic net: AUC 0.84 (95% CI: 0.82–0.86), and 2HELPS2B: AUC 0.83 (95% CI: 0.81–0.85). (B) ROC curves on the Monte Carlo simulation (1000 trials) with random sampling of CCEMRC evaluation cohort seizure incidence corrected for EEG duration (to 48 h) and corrected for detection of paroxysmal EEG findings (e.g., lateralized periodic discharges) during first hour of cEEG (“screening EEG“): neural net: AUC 0.82 (95% CI: 0.80–0.85), elastic net: AUC 0.82 (95% CI: 0.80–0.84), and 2HELPS2B: AUC 0.81 (95% CI: 0.79–0.83).

Figure 3. Risk calibration plots for (A) CCEMRC evaluation cohort (N = 3087) for low risk (predicted seizure incidence < 5%), medium risk (predicted seizure incidence 5–25%), and high risk (seizure incidence > 25%). Perfect risk calibration is represented by the dashed line. Mean risk calibration error is neural net: 2.8% (95% CI: 2.3–3.5%), elastic net: 2.1% (95% CI: 1.6–2.6%), and RiskSLIM: 2.3% (95% CI: 1.8–2.9%). (B) Risk calibration plot on the Monte Carlo simulation (1000 trials) with random sampling of CCEMRC evaluation cohort seizure incidence corrected for EEG duration (to 48 h) and corrected for detection of paroxysmal EEG findings (e.g., lateralized periodic discharges) during first hour of cEEG: neural net: CAL 2.0% (95% CI: 0.82–3.5%), elastic net: CAL 2.5% (95% CI: 1.2–4.1%), and RiskSLIM: CAL 1.8% (95% CI: 1.4–2.4%).
risk, NPV 97% (95% CI: 96–98%); elastic net: 28% of cohort identified as low risk, NPV 99% (95% CI: 97–99%); and 2HELPs2B 48% of population identified as low risk, NPV 97% (95% CI: 96–97%). Statistical comparison of NPV resulted in neural net versus elastic net ($P = 0.44$), 2HELPs2B versus elastic net ($P = 0.03$), 2HELPs2B versus neural net ($P = 0.56$).

**Discussion**

This study has three relevant implications. First, it demonstrates that the three machine learning techniques used for near-term seizure prediction have fairly similar results in terms of AUC, CAL, and NPV especially when considered at a clinical level. The relatively minor improvement with neural networks capable of representing complex nonlinear relationships would suggest that there is unlikely to be much improvement in seizure prediction with other machine learning methods. Further improvements are only likely by expanding the number of independent predictive variables – possibly using quantitative and automated EEG interpretation or more detailed clinical/neurophysiological data (e.g., cerebral oxygenation, microdialysis, or electrocorticography). Second, given that the models are relatively similar, particularly in the most clinically relevant metric NPV, we argue for the use of 2HELPs2B over the other models. 2HELPs2B is simple, is easy to use, and identifies the greatest proportion of low-risk subject making it most practical for routine clinical implementation. Third, based on the Monte-Carlo simulation, 2HELPs2B is able to identify the low-risk patients with only a 1-h screening EEG with an NPV of 97% (i.e., false negative rate of 3%). Fifty percent of patients were able to be categorized as low risk (<5% chance of having a seizure), which would potentially permit stopping EEG recordings for these patients.

Previous investigations corroborate several findings from this study. One key finding is that EEG is needed to accurately risk-stratify patients for seizures.5,10,18 This study also documents the similar risk calibration and recapitulates the same model as initial 2HELPs2B study even with a larger number of potential predictive variables. The seizure incidence, etiologies, and indications for cEEG monitoring are similar to prior investigations5,9,12 – suggesting the study cohort is broadly reflective of the clinical experience at large tertiary care hospitals.

The major limitations of the study are the reliance on a prospective observational cohort. This introduces the possibility of selection bias, as not all patients at risk for seizures underwent cEEG. The use of a multicenter database with a relatively large number of subjects reduces the effect of the practice patterns of any single center or clinician, which improves generalizability, but the overall practice patterns via which patients are selected for cEEG are likely similar amongst these centers making selection bias a relevant limitation. Another aspect not addressed by this study is the influence of prophylactic antiseizure drugs and the use of continuous infusion of sedatives. These factors affect both electrophysiology and the likelihood of seizures. Previous prospective studies have found mixed results regarding the efficacy of antiseizure drug (ASD) prophylaxis.33–36 The mixed results of these studies suggest that ASD prophylaxis likely has a modest, if any, effect on both the suppression of cortical irritability and seizure risk. IV sedatives have a larger and temporary effect at suppressing cortical irritability and seizures. Future studies beyond the scope of questions answerable with the current data are needed to fully address these concerns.

This study provides support for a clinical paradigm of using 2HELPs2B on screening 1-h EEGs on a broad cross-section of critically ill patients followed by transition to traditional longer duration cEEG if there is evidence of cortical irritability or a prior seizure (2HELPs2B > 0). This approach may lead to higher rates of seizure detection while minimizing prolonged low-yield cEEG.
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**Figure S1.** Architecture of the deep-learning model, “elu” exponential linear unit, sigmoid is sigmoid function. Dense is a densely connected layer.

**Table S1.** List of seizure risk factors and associated coefficients in the final optimized Elastic-Net Logistic Regression model, alpha = 0 (rigid regression), lambda = 0.016.